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Since I can remember, my life has been filled rock music. Growing up my father
was always having band practice in the basement - the walls were full of cool band
posters, the rooms full of equipment. It was like a private rock show every weekend.
With that, sometimes I would work with my dad on the weekends, helping at the local
music shop. It is no surprise that I developed an interest in “band aesthetic”.
I have never been musical myself, but growing up in a world of music gear has
definitely had an impact on my passion for art and design. I remember being
entranced by the beautiful inlays on my fathers guitars, or dazzled by the whimsical
decals on his “Marshall” brand amps. The more custom a piece was, the more intricate
and beautiful the logo was on the guitar head. There is not a doubt in my mind that
my connection with music growing up effected and transformed my own personal
visual art style.
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A BRIEF HISTORY
It is heavily debated in the guitar world as to where the first guitars
came from but many believe that the guitar derived from the lute,
which is a hallow body, stringed instrument with a curved end to its
neck where the strings attach. Scholars say the lute appears to have
made its way into Europe around the medieval and Renaissance
periods with a number of other stringed instruments.

ONE

During the 15th century the Baroque guitar emerged (fig. 1), much like
the lute, but with a curved body and a straight neck. Aesthetically, the
biggest difference between this instrument and it’s earlier versions is
the intricacy of the art on the instrument.

Baroque
Often referred to as a period of artistic style which used exaggerated motion and line
with ornate and clear detail to produce drama, tension, exuberance, and grandeur in
sculpture, painting, architecture, literature, dance, theater, and music.

fig. 1
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While the Baroque guitar came out a bit earlier than the more
recognised pieces in the Baroque art period, it is believed that the
dramatic nature of the inlays on the instrument were in line with the art
movement.
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A LOOK AT :

Baroque
TYPefaces

With Baroque being an influential and dramatic time in art history,
there is no surprise that typefaces would be inspired by the era.
Typography in this era entered a transitional period between the old
Venetian type style and the new Modern style. This was defined by a
few unique attributes:

ascent

ASCENDERS
REDUCED TO CAP
HEIGHT

ascender height
cap height

mean line

fig. 2

baseline

As seen in fig. 2. (above) Baroque style typography utilized
ornate and illustrative boarders that mimicked the illustrative
and dramatic painting and illustration style of the movement. For
comparison we can see in figure 3 (to the right) the stark contrast
created with dramatic shadow and lighting paired with heavy
detail in the textures of the painting.

descent

descender height

With these changes in letter forms, page style changed as well –
whiter paper was used to improve contrast, and page margins were
widened. These changes allowed typefaces to appear larger and
more legible, while simultaneously allowing for more economical
composition.

Baroque typography played with this style in more ways than
just its elaborate borders – fonts were pushed to have their own
contrast with varying weights among single letter forms.
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median

fig. 3

x-height

ENLARGED
X-HEIGHT
MORE VERTICAL
STRESS
MORE CONTRAST
BETWEEN THICK
STROKES WEIGHT.
LITTLE OR NO
BRACKETING
ON SERIFS
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HOW Baroque shaped Early Guitar logos
Baroque was a movement of craft and detail, something that can similarly be found as necessary
and important in the making of an instrument. The oldest established guitar brand is Martin & Co.,
and although the brand came to be in America during the 19th century, we can see some hints of
baroque in their original logo design.

Washburn is the second oldest brand, established in 1883. Washburn’s original logo
is quite reminiscent of old English Gothic Script or Blackletter (fig 4). While Blackletter
was established in the 13th century, it was prominently used up until the 17th century,
crossing over into the Baroque period. With its hand created aesthetic, slight variation
in weights and curved stems - voiding actual serifs - one can see how this could fall in
line with Baroque.

VERTICAL
STRESS

The overly tall Capital
letters play with a sense
of contrast among
letter sizes, while the
illustrative nature of the
“M” mimics baroque
border styles.
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ASCENDERS
REDUCED TO
CAP HEIGHT

HIGH
X-HEIGHT

EXCESS
VERTICAL
CAP HEIGHT

ENLARGED
X-HEIGHT

CURVED, MINIMAL SERIFS
ON LOWERCASE LETTERS

fig. 4

NO BRACKET
ON SERIF
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Established in 1932, Rickenbocker is the 4th oldest established guitar brand known
to date. Rickenbocker originated from Hawaii, which may explain why it is a bit of an
out liar with its logo look as well as its unique guitar body style, as its style may have
developed independently from stylistic norms on the main land.

ENLARGED
X-HEIGHT
STRAIGHT
LIGATURES

SQUARE
COUNTER

ENLARGED
SERIFS

The logo type for Rickenbocker is a bit of an enigma in the sense that it connects in
the way a script font would but it emulates a more mechanical process with its lack of
weight variation and square aesthetic.

TWO

Before its time. The Rickenbocker
type face is reminiscent of typeface
“new alphabet” by Dutch designer
Wim - though this font was the first of
its kind and did not emerge until 1967.
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Originating in 1902, Gibson is the third oldest established/known
guitar brand in the world. It is also the highest grossing guitar brand
to date. Gibson got it start in Kalamazoo, Michigan but in 1974 the
brand moved its headquarters to Nashville in order to branch out in
the heart of music country.
Over the years Gibson has branched out with sub-brands through
collaboration with established music artists. In this section we will
look at the evolution of the Gibson logo as well as the type styles of
its sub-brands.
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Evolution of the logo

FIVE
The logo to the left is the
“official” original Gibson
logo according to the
Gibson website.

Tracking the evolution of the Gibson logo can be quite trying at times, as with any longer standing
guitar brand. Why? Because the first renditions of these logos are rarely seen on paper of ever. The
logos from these longer running brands are mostly recorded on the head stock of the instrument.
Before guitars became a mass produced product they were all made by hand, each head stock
carved out individually. Thus the inlays of the logos had slight variations from time to time - often
making it difficult to discern whether a changes were intentional or accidental.

WHEN WE ALIGN ALL 5
LOGOS ACCORDING TO THEIR
X-HEIGHT, WE CAN SEE THEY
VARY IMMENSELY.

EXAMPLE: All of the headstock’s below have slight variations of the original logo
(1902 – 1928). While the slant and overall aesthetic would seemingly assume this is
the same logo, the weights. serifs and glyphs hold subtle differences that could cause
question.

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

V1: “THE” IS MUCH
LARGER THAN THE OTHER
VARIATIONS
cap height
ascender height

cap height
ascender height

x-height

baseline

mean line
x-height
baseline
descender height
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V4: MUCH MORE
CONDENSED THAN THE
OTHER VARIATIONS

V3: THE ONLY VARIATION
WITH A DOT ON THE “i” THE REST HAVE THE DOT
CONNECTED TO THE “T”
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While there have been
many minor variations of
the Gibson logo, there
have been three main
version that one could say
are official changes of the
typographic design.

LEFT: This older head
stock is a perfect example
of an obscure variation.
The font is thinner and
more reminiscent of the
original logo, but “the”
has been removed, which
makes the time frame
harder to determine
as mimicks the second
official logo variation.

1902 – 1928

1928 – 1958

1958 – 2017
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Each variation of the logo takes a step toward thicker and more solid lines, and while the most
recent version takes on a more mechanical aesthetic, they all share a hand created calligraphic
likeness. Here we will compare and contrast the differences. Side by side we can see a semismooth transition between each variation through the style and technique despite the start
difference between the earliest and latest versions.

THIS LOGO TAKES ON A MORE
“FREE HAND” AESTHETIC

THIS LOGO TAKES ON A MIX BETWEEN FREEHAND AND MECHANICAL WITH ITS
CURVED TERMINALS, VARYING WEIGHTS AND STRAIGHT LETTER ENDS.

ascender height

baseline
SUGGESTED
PEN STYLE:
ROUNDED TIP

descender
height

SHARP
ACCENTUATED
TERMINALS

cap height
ascender height

baseline

cap and ascender
height

mean line
baseline
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CLOSED
COUNTERS
SUGGESTED
PEN STYLE:
FLAT TIP

SQUARE
BOWLS

TECHNIQUE:
STRAIGHT

mean line

descender
height

ROUNDER
TERMINALS

TECHNIQUE:
CURVED

mean line

EMPHASIZED
LIGATURES

cap height
ascender height

SUGGESTED
PEN STYLE:
FLAT TIP

baseline

RELATIVE
CONSISTENCY IN
LINE THICKNESS

OPEN
COUNTERS

descender height

WITH CONSISTENT LINE THICKNESS, OPEN COUNTERS AND ACCENTUATED TERMINALS
THIS VARIATION IS AN ODD MIX OF OLD AND NEW
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GIBSON SUB-BRands
While Epiphone was acquired by Gibson in 1957 as a parallel
“low end” outlet for the brand. The type was designed to directly
reflect the typeface of the Gibson logos with tall ascenders, wide
straight lines, square bowls and open container on the “O”.

Steinberger is much like Rickenbocker in the case that its an out
liar with its design and aesthetic. Steinberger was bought up by
Gibson in 1987. The instrument is special as it utilizes a minimal
“headless” design. The use of Helvetica for its logo mimics the
minimal aesthetic of the guitar design.

Kramer was established in the early 1970’s - the brand was a
leader in pursuing a new concept with guitars, an aluminum neck
(standard guitar necks are made from wood). With this in mind the
shift in typographic style plays with the strong mechanical nature
of this new process.

Gibson has a number of
brands under its umbrella,
here are a few of the best
known ones with strong
logo typography

THREE

THE LETTERS ARE CUT
IN A WAY THAT MAKE IT
SO EACH HAS PARALLEL
LINES AS WELL AS
DIAGONALS
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Originating in 1946, Fender is the sixth oldest established/
known guitar brand in the world. It is also the third highest
grossing guitar brand to date.
Over the years Fender has branched out with sub-brands
through collaboration with established music artists. In this
section we will look at the evolution of the Fender logo as well
as the type styles of its sub-brands.
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Evolution of the logo
When we look at the history of Gibson’s logo next to Fenders, there is a stark contrast
in development , design and change. The first Gibson logos were created so early on,
it is hard to determine their absolute origin of design - over time we have seen a slow
evolution into something modern and timeless.
Fender followed suit in typographic direction with a stylized script font. Unlike
Gibson, Fender has documented their logo evolution very precisely, going through
4 distinct logo periods with style names.

1946 – 1967

SPAGHETTI
STYLE

1965 – 1968
SPAGHETTI
TRANSITION

1968 - 1980
TRANSITION

1981 - 2017
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When further comparing
the logo design with the
original signature we
can see some interesting
choices that helped set the
direction for a memorable
and recognizable logo.

The first logo, also referred to as the “spaghetti” logo
was created with Leo Fenders (founder of Fender)
signature in mind. The unique curvature and slant of
the “F”, for instance, mimics the loop to the left of the
stem. The crossbar also plays off the signature style
by keeping the extension to the left shorter than the
extension on the right despite the character being
flipped.

LOGO HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY
CONDENSED CREATING A GREATER
VERTICAL CONTRAST
CAP HEIGHT AND
ASCENDER HIGHT
HAVE SWITCHED

ascender height
cap height

mean line
“Spaghetti style” typography
comes from the curvy and
exaggerated nature of the
characters, as well as the
contrast in font and outline
weight.
Simpson Electric electric
set the trend in the music
industry with their logo
created in 1926.

fig. 5
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baseline
descender height

GREATER VERTICAL CONTRAST
CREATED WITH ADDITION OF
DESCENDER ,

LETTER “E” IS NOT
MECHANICALLY
CONSISTENT, MIMICKING
HANDWRITTEN AESTHETIC.
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“F” IS LOWERED SLIGHTLY,
BUT MAINTAINS SAME
HEIGHT

TRANSITION LOGO
For years Fender utilized its spaghetti logo as
its primary, as the company expanded many
variations surfaced. So many in fact that Leo felt it
was time to hone in back on a central direction. He
worked directly with designer Robert Perine on the
TRANSITION SPAGHETTI logo to update the look
and feel to better mimic the current (1960’s) type
trends.
A year later Leo fell ill and sold the company to
CBS. In an effort to move in a more corporate/
international direction the TRANSITION look was
created. The changes between the two are very
subtle, but there is a clear effort to create a bolder
and more commercial direction.

cap height
ascender height
mean line

baseline
descender height

“D” IN BOTH VARIATIONS
SLANTS AT SAME ANGLE AS
LEO SIGNATURE “D”

The transition logos mimic the first but with thicker
characters and a more dramatic line weight
contrast. There is also a notable slant to the
ascender on the “d” which goes back to the initial
effort to discretely utilize Leo’s signature as the
inspiration for the direction.
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In the early 1980’s the
company switched
gears again and put
management back into
the hands of passionate
musicians. Instead of
going for a complete
re-brand they decided to
mix solid and bold nature
of the transition logo with
their original SPAGHETTI
STYLE font direction.

At first glance, one may
not think the variations
had much change as they
all held a semi-script
aesthetic, and adorned
the notable backwards “F”.
While the transition fonts
were bolder, they were
also more condensed
horizontally - this is in part
because they connected
the “ender” characters
while the other two kept
the ligatures off the “n”
and “d” thus expanding
the kerning.
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FENDER SUB-BRands

Fender has a number of
brands under its umbrella,
these two have the most
notable logo typography

Much like Gibson’s sub-brand Epiphone, Squier was
acquired by Fender in the in1980’s and re-purposed
as a low-end outlet for the brand. This was over the
Fender transition period, and the font directly mimics
the typeface variations used in the Transition logo with
a slightly heavier weight.

Founded by a German immigrant, the Gretsch brand
has been around since 1883. In 2003 the company
joined in a partnership with Fender.
Founded when typographic trends were taking a
turn into a bold and striking direction due to the
development of mass advertising in urban areas. The
brand has used two main logos in synchronicity over
the years. The top was developed first. The second was
altered so the counter of the “G” could mimic the shape
of the instruments they created at the time: drums,
banjos and tambourines.
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FOUR

NICHE
TYPE

The logo typefaces we have analyzed
thus far have all fallen within the top 5
oldest and/or most successful brands
that specialize in music instruments.
Their logos were crafted and refined
over the years and while all different,
they all had some similar features that
stood out as the means for a successful
international logo.
In this section, we will look at some
brands that have developed unique
typefaces to represent their brand.
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“I WANTED TO HAVE A VERY DISTINCTIVE
LOGO, SO I CAME UP WITH THE CONCEPT
WHERE THE ‘P’ AND ‘V,’ AND THE ‘A’ AND
‘Y,’ WOULD MORE OR LESS INTERSECT.”
- HARTLEY PEAVEY
In 1955 Hartley Peavey started going to a
vocational school to learn electronics. Two years
later, he was building his first amp. In 1959 he
created the initial sketches (figure 6) for the
infamous Peavey “lightening bolt” logo. With
bold lines and sharp angles the Peavey font face
was surely a unique approach of the time, and
continues to be a instantly recognizable logo.
fig. 6
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In 1968 Clifford Cooper created his first Orange amp in the heart of
Brittan. With such a unique amp design, the logo needed to follow suite.
Pulling away from the script style fonts other big brands were using in this
era, Orange decided to go with a bold and rounded serif. The characters
appear to be hand rendered as the serifs on each do not follow a uniform
design. The “N” and “G” are created in a way that mimics upper and
lowercase letters which add to they playful nature of the aesthetic.
Orange has never changed its logo, and the font has been so popular
that in 2003 designer Richard Crediton-Hughes was comissioned to
create an alphabet to go along with the logo font (fig 7).
34

fig. 7
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While the logo may seem like simple
stylized calligraphy, the history behind
the company exposes a deeper meaning
to the aesthetic direction. Zildjian is
one of the oldest known instrument
manufacturers dating all the way back
to 1663 in Constantinople. In 1622 the
Zildjian name was given to a man named
Avedis by a sultan - the word translated
means “symbol smith”. This began a long
family line of symbol smiths coming from
Arabic and Armenian descent.
As seen on the bottom left, the original
symbol stamps included an english and
Arabic stamp. Years later, in the late
1980’s the brand developed their current
logo as an homage to its past utilizing
an old style script that mimics Arabic
characters.
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FIGURES

SOurces
Sources
Barogue Type:
http://blog.
thepapermillstore.com/
history-of-typopgraphybaroque/
Black Letter:
https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Blackletter
Fender History and
Information:
https://www.fender.com/
pages/about
Fender Logo
http://imjustcreative.
com/fender-logo-designevolution/2013/06/16
http://www2.fender.com/
experience/tech-talk/
what-are-spaghetti-andtransition-logos/
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Gibson History and
information:
http://www.gibson.com/
Gibson/History.aspx
http://www.gibson.com/
News-Lifestyle/Features/
en-us/120-Years-ofInnovation-A-GibsonTimeline.aspx
http://cdn.cloudfiles.
mosso.com/c9951/TheHistory-of-Gibson-Guitars.
pdf
Historical Type
References:
http://www.
thinkingwithtype.com/
misc/type_lecture/Type_
Lecture.pdf
Music Brand History
http://www.guitarsite.com/
news/features/OldestGuitar-Brands-World/

Orange Amps
http://www.dolphinmusic.
co.uk/article/763-thehistory-of-orange-amps.
html
Peavey
https://peavey.com/
corporate/timeline.cfm
Zildjian
http://zildjian.com/
information/history-zildjian

Figure 1:
unknown artist, Barqoque Guitar
http://blog.thepapermillstore.com/history-oftypopgraphy-baroque/
Figure 2:
Baroque Typography, artist unknown.
http://blog.thepapermillstore.com/history-oftypopgraphy-baroque/
Figure 3:
Caravaggio, Supper at Emmaus, 1601, Oil on canvas
http://blog.thepapermillstore.com/history-oftypopgraphy-baroque/
Figure 4: Caravaggio, Supper at Emmaus, 1601, Oil
on canvas
Figure 5:
Simpsons 260 Series Operators Manuel.
http://www.simpson260.com/downloads/
simpson_260-6_and_6m_user_manual.pdf
Figure 6:
Sketch by Hartley Peavey
https://peavey.com/corporate/timeline.cfm
Figure 7:
Orange Amp type face. Richard Crediton-Hughes.
http://luc.devroye.org/fonts-44330.html
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